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SUMMARY 

Fifteen asphNt•e concrete and se\•enteen portland cement concrete pavements 
located in Virginia were chosen for studSes of aggregate wear and related wet pave- 
ment frioeti.eno Coarse aggregates from thirteen different geologic formations and 
quarry sources had been ut•_•l•zed in construction ef the pavements° F•eld measure• 
ments ef wet fr:i.ction and pavement profiles and laboratory studies of aggregate 
petrography and surface micretext•re were emphasized° 

The results of the research showed that aggregates can be classified into three 
categories based on their response to the wearing stresses of vehicle tires: (I) very 
homogeneous aggregates lacking sJ.gni.ficant zones and planes of weakness wear pre• 
dominantly by abras:ion; (2) aggregates marked by zones and planes of weakness wear 
predomXnantly by degradation or particle remo•al; and (3) aggregates of intermediate 
physical structure wear by a combination of abrasion and degradation° Poli.shing is 
most common with aggregates undergoing abrasion, the rate being dependent on the 
absolute hardness of the m•neral constituentso Poli.sh:•ng remo•es micro•.asperities and 
reduces the adhesion component of wet frictmno .The loss ef macrotexmre, or pavement 
reli•ef, is common where degradation prevails° Th•s loss, if excessive, retards water 
remeval or drainage and ad•ersely affects the hysteresis or tire deformatioen component 
of pavement fri.c•,i•on• Optimum wet friction conditions are .iudged to prevail when a 
combination of abrasion and degradation creates an aggregate surface containing sig= 
nif•cant elements of botch macro•, and microtextureo 

It •s concluded that careful petrographic study of aggregate m•neralogy and 
texture wi_ll allow a h•gh degree of prediction of the resulting surface configuration as 
aggregates wear under traff•co 
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INTRODUCTION 

General Statement 

The steady rise in the volume of traffic on modern highways• coupled w•th 
the rise in speed limits, is constantly •ncreasing the demand for quality highway 
pavement surf.aCeSo S•nce the wet frictional resistanae of highway pavements 
generally decreases w•th wear, the frictional properties of pavement surfaces 
are being recognized as criticall issues in highway maintenance and safety° 
Aggregates are the key elements in most pavement surfaces and consequently pave- 
ment surface quality hinges largely upon the aggregate type employed° 

This paper deals w£th natural aggregates and their behavior •n hi.ghway pave-. 
ments exposed to h•gh volumes of •eh£cular tra•fliCo Compos£tien and petrography, 
wear characterist•cs• contributions te pavement texture, and wet fr•ctional resist- 
ance are considered •n a general way° 

The specific objects o• the study were (I) to study the wearing characteristics 
of various aggregates and relate these characteristics to aggregate petrography, and 
(2) to relate the observed wearing characteristics to wet pavement friction measure- 
mentso The successful completion o• these object£ves would then allow prediction 
of pavement Skid resistance from petrographic studies of the aggregate° 

Previous Research 

Previous pavement sl•pperiness research has been voluminous and dates 
back to the early 1930•So The earliest •nvest•gations were primarily involved with 
the methods o• measuring pavement slipperiness and among the earliest investigators 
were Moyer (1934), Klein and Brown (1939)• and She•burne and Sheppe (1948)o 

In the following years technology and theory advanced, but somewhat slowly consid- 
ering the number o• •nvestigations conducted° Areas of investigation included tire tread 
design and rubber composition, surface texture of the pavement, aggregate type, pavement 
temperature, slidi.ng velocity and test methods, road contam£nation, etCo It became evident 
that pavement surface texture as affected by aggregate gradation and type was of primary im- 
portance (Shelburne and Sheppe- 1948• Moyer and Shupe 1951• White and Thompson 1958 



Moyer 1.959; Marshall and Garsner 1962) It also became apparent that wet 
pavement slipperiness was generally due to the polishing of aggregates, ifrespective 
of their gradation• 

Several smdi.es related aggregate t.•.•, e to polishing suseept•bilityo Among 
these were the works of Smtzenberger and Havens (1958), Sherwood (1959), Gray 
and Goldbeek (1.959), Finney and Brown (1959), Maelean and Shergold (1959), Shupe 
and Lounsbury (1959), Moye•.: and Shupe (1959), Kn•ll (1959}, Gray and Renninger 
(1960, 1963), and Stephens and Goetz (1961)o Mos• of the studies conducted by these 
investigators involved laboratory pol•shing and wet friction measurements at various 
levels of wearo Vatuable insj.ght has been gained by these studies, particularly with 
regard to l•mestone polli•sh---su.seeptibilityo The variable susceptibility of limestones 
to polishing reduced several investigators to perform ipe•rographic and insoluble 
resi.due analyses upon %ese rocks° Principal i.nves•igators in fhis area have been 
.Sherwood (1.959), Gray and Goldbeek (1959), Gray and Rennin.get (1960), Burnett et al 
(1968) and Sherwood and Mahone (1969)o These investigators found an almost direct 
correlation to exist bel•ween p0l•sh resistance and •h.e acid i.nsolub!e residue contents 
of the carbonates° 

Following i:he Firs• International Skid Prevent!i•on Conference hosted, by the 
V:[rg•nia. Highway iResea.reh Council in 1958, advaneelments in the theoretical fields 
of pavement; sl•.pperiness were rap:i•do Relat•on.sh•ps were de•eloped between pavement 
texture and •he behavior of tire-rubber a• various sl£ding speeds, i•n the presence of 
variable wa•er thicknesses and temperatures Fr•etional properties of rubber in 
contact wi,•h wet pavemenr•s were found to be essentially due to the sum of three 
mechanisms (see Figu.re 

Adhesion losses resuli;:mg from molecular cont.aci: between the 
t:•re rubber and pa.•,ement surface, and provided by the acuteness 
of surface projections, both macroscopic and microscopic'.; 

ttysteres,.s losses derived from the energy losses involved :in 
deforming the tire :rubber and primarily dependent upon the 
deformation frequency and volumes, resulting predominantly 
fro:m mac ro*;exm re* a.nd 

!3) Drainage oi the pavement surface, related t.o the macrotexmreo 

Princ:i.pal mvestigators i.n these areas have been Moore (1966, 1969), Kummer 
(1.966), Kummer and Meyer (1.967), and Meyer and. Kummer (1969)o 

*See Append• I for glossary of terms° 
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Figure i. Principal components of rubber friction (From Kummer 1966). 
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FACTORS CONTRIBU2 ING" TO WET PAVEMENT t•"RIC., TION 

The .measured wet friction vMue o.[ a pavement s•..•rface is dependent upon the 
degree to which the pavement surface can contribute •o the adhesion and hysteresis 
components of t•_re-.pavement friction. It can Mso be shown that the pavement surface 
t.exture controls these mechanisms and that several textural parameters •..macro 
text•re, microtexmre, and harshness contribute to the adhesion, hysteresis, 
and drainage mechanisms, 

Macrotexture in •his study is used as a general, term and denotes any eombi•-- 
nation of macroscopic surface projections (macro-.asper•ti.es), their heights (amplitudes), 
and frequencies° A macro-asperity _is here considered as any asperity exceeding 0, 2 mm 
tn height° This delineation is based upon the pract:i..cal limit or" ot•servation at a magni-- 
t"ic.°ation of about 20 times° To the writer's knowledge a. specific valae separating macro- 
and microtextural components has not been offered previously. 

Microtexture is similarly defined, with the prefix "micro" substituted for 
Mtcro.-asperities are those less than 0.2 mm in. arnpl•tu.de, Microtext•are is a property 
confined to the surface of coarse aggregate particles unless no c, oarse aggregate is exposed, 
as •n a fi.n• e.• aggregate surface. 

ttarshness is used solely, in reference to the acuteness of asperities, i• e., the•ir 
sharpness, and denotes nothing of their amplitudes• However, since the sense of touch 
i.s generally used to evaluate harshness, and because •ouch is not sensitive to micro•- 
asperities less than about 15)u, ,(hese extremely small micro•asperities are generally 
excluded when speaking of harshness° 

Moore (1969) states that. the mean wavelength and slope of and.tvidual macro-. 
asper•tles of the road surface largely control the hysteresis cont.rlbution to fr•ction at 
a given sliding speed. He adds that •he mean wavet•ength shoold be large enough to per 
m.tt rapid drainage of water from beneath {h.e rolling or sliding ttres• In addition, he 
relates that the adhesion component of fr•ct•on can be ma' x •m•zed•' bye. providing a cmntly sharp (acute) texture either on a macro•, or microscopic: level• Therefore, 
adhesion can be a.ttained by large sharp aggregate tips, a.nd/or iarge rounded aggregate 
tips with s•gnificant, superimposed mieroroughness• Moore's findings indicate that in 
the macrotex•ral range the opt)_mum wavelength for drainage and hysteresis considera-. 
•;ions is somc, w.h re between 3 and 10 ram and the optimum amplitude for mi, croroughness 
(microtexmre) is between 10 and 100 p• 

Most new pavement surfaces are constructed in. such a manner that all the 
textural requirements for high w•e_.t frier.ran va]ues are initially• met° As the pavement 
surfaces wear, severn textural changes can occur which adversely affect friction 
properties. 

(1) Large, sharp aggregate or a.sper•_ty tips become ro•nded, 

Maerotexture, resu!tmg pri.mari!y from the.> relief between the large 
aggregate particles, and m.acro.•asperit•e• are: red•c•d causing 
asperity slope changes, and 

(3) Microtexture can be effectively reduced as a r<•snlt ot abrasion. 



.The majority of worn pavement surfaces exhi.bi•; the f•ors• two textural changes. 
Consequen•iy adhesion .is reduced by rounding of the partmles; hysteresis i.s reduced 
by the he•_ght and assocmred mean wavelength changes, and drainage is inhibited• •e 
increase in water •flm %•ic•ess resulti.ng from poor drainage decreases the effective= 
hess of bogh adhesion and hysteres•s• However, as long as si•ifieant mierotexture 
can be reta•.ned, a pavement, surface can provi.de adequate wet Iri.etional resistance 
%rough %e adhesi.on mechanismo •is is true provided the pavement is not flooded 
with water, i.• e•, %at •;he macrotexmre and drainage characteristics are still adequate 
to allow the escape o• water resulting Irom average rainy eonditions, •e ability of 
aggregates to retain textural propert•es that g:•ve a safe level of wet friction is of 
primary ceneern m this smdy• Pavements c:oma.inmg aggregates not possessing such 
properties can become trite.oNly slippery when. we• and extremely hazardous to the 
unwary motoristo 

PROCEDURES 

General 

In order to evaluate the wearing charaeteris,Aes of a vari_.ety of aggregates, 
severai asphaltic concrete pa,:."emen• surfaces were seleetedo Selecti.on was based 
pr:imarily upon aggregate type, pavement age, traffic volume, expected skid resistance 
and field observations° A total of Iif,•een such pavements were studied and tested in de•- 
tail o The pavements were located in the Piedmont and Valley and Ridge physiographic 
preyS.noes of Virginia° Generally, the pavement see•mns were located in close prox= 
i.mity to their respeetiive quarry sources (see Figure 2)° 

Pawemen•; Cores and Thin Sectmns 

Following selection of •he fi.eld sect•.ons ei.•her {:wo four=-i.nch or two six=inch 
diameter cores were taken from each pavement.. In order •.:hat •he worn aggregate 
particles be simuItaneously e••aluated wi.th respect to petrography and wearing char= 
aeteristics, a special teeh.ni.qu.e was used in preparing thin sect._•on specimens from 
the cores° This involved cut.ring represen•;ative surface sectioons from the cores° 
Foliowing removal irom ;he core the section was sawed in half perpendicular to its 
worn surface° The two halves, opposing one another but with a gap between, were 
mounted i•n an epoxy resin medium (see F:•_gure 3)° 

When cured •he prepared specm•en was ground and polished well into the 
aggregate particle te remove d•sturbed edges resulting from. sawing° A thin section 
was then prepared •n normal fashmn wi•h lhe exception that the specimen was left 
slightly th•eker than usuM, i.o co, slightiy greater tlhan 0o 03 mm m thickness° This 
assured minimum disturbance resul•;mg from possible wedging of the thin section edges° 
The finM result of th•s procedure was a thin sec•Aon profile of two halves of a worn aggre- 
gate par{;.i..cle with t;he worn surfaces opposing one anon.her ai; the center of the thin section 
(Figure 3)o 
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Figure 3. Preparation procedure for thin sections of pavement surfaces. 
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By observlng these worn surfaces together with the petrographic properties 
of the aggregate, reasons for the variable wearing characteristics of the surfaces 
could be determined° Depending upon the homogeneity of the material, between 
20mm and 80mm of worn aggregate surface was evaluated° Approximately eighty 
thin sections were studied° 

_L__a.bo• r_ato__r_y Evaluation. of Microtexture and Wet Friction 

Many or" the pavements studied possessed appreciable macrotexture, so 
they were omitted from the quantitative evaluations of the effect of microtexture 
upon wet friction properties° Two types of samples were used to evaluate micro- 
texture: 

(i) Samples of worn pavements wherein, the aggregates possessed 
a minimum of macrotexture, and 

(2) Laboratory samples polished with, 75.•u..., 22.•u, 12•u, and 5 •u abrasives 
as outlined in Append.ix. II• 

The laboratory polished specimens were prepared for microscopic studies of 
their worn surfaces in the manner described in the previous section° 

Microtext•re was evaluated as shown in Figure 4, and micro-asperities as 
small as 3•u amplitude were included in the final analyses• Microtexture measure- 
ments were correlated with. laboratory wet friction values obtained on the same surfaces° 

As noted by Kummer (1966), "the attempt to obtain a clear picture of the friction 
process in the tire contact area through field tests alone is futile in most cases, be- 
cause other factors partly or completely mask the effects one is looking for° " These 
factors, espec_ially when relating microtexture to wet friction values obtained in the 
field, include temperature, contamination and. maerotextureo 

For these reasons i• was decided to evalu.ate the effect of microtexture on wet 
friction by using controlled laboratory tests• In order to accomplish this, surfaces 
de•,.roid of appreciable macrotexture were ch.osen• A British pendulum tester was 
used and the wet. friction values obtained are reported as BI•N's in this report° A 
detailed description of the pend•lum and the test methods used are given in Appendix IIIo 



•Edge 

of section 

Subsurface material 

micro-asperities .•_? _bsur face mate.•i _al 

Epoxy and glass 
between surfaces 

Whe re 

amplitude of micro-asperity 

)•a 
wavelength of micro-asperity(s) of amplitude "a" 

L length of section 

N number of micro-asperities of amplitude "a" 

L/N mean wavelength of micro-asperity(s) of amplitude "a" 
a 

Assuming the surface is isotropically microtextured then, 

1/£ 
a 

fa frequency of micro-asperities of amplitude "a" per unit length 

*(fa )2 micro-asperity density or number of micro-asperities of 
amplitude "a '•' per unit area. 

* Principal components of microtexture used. 

o Principal components of macretext•re used. 

Figure 4, Nomenclature and symbols used to describe mierotexture. 
Usage is similar for macrotexl•.re. 
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Profile o Meter Evaluation of Pavement Macrotexture 

Macrotexture measurements were made on M1 test sections using a profile-o- 
:meter designed and •built specifically for th•s study (see Figure 5 A)o The nomen- 
c!amre used in describing and evaluatmg maerotexmre is similar to that used for 
mi.crotexture (see Figure 4)• A t•ical worn pavement surface profile is seen in 
Fig•re 5 (B)o Six such profiles were usually made on each pavement section, two 
each at three separate test sites° 

•Two :[actors hindered the quantttative assessments of macrotextures, both 
related to the nature of the profile-o•meter used: 

The profile.-o-meter was usually not sensitive to macro-asperities 
less than 1 mm •n amplitude due to the weight on the tracer point 
which resulted m scratching or d•_gging h•to the surfaces, and 

(2) There was no amplification of the reproduced su.rface profiles 
making the analyses of smail macrotextural features (less than 
} mm amplitude)very difficult° 

For these reasons macro•asperi.ties less tlhan. 1 mm amplitude were excluded 
from the quantitative evaluation of macrotextureso However, some general conclusions 
were possible, based upon the coarser macrotextural valu.es and observed harshness 
(acuteness) oi •he macro•asper•tieso 

Field Wet Fricti.on Tests 

The Virginia Highway Research Council ski.d trailer was used to obtain wet 
friction values in. the i•ieldo Whenever possible, tests were taken at speeds of 20 mph 
and 40 mph in order •o determine fr:iction•velocity gradients for correlation with macro- 
textures° An average of fifteen measurements per test speed were performed upon each 
surface and the average •.•alues are used in the text° The skid trailer vMues reported in 
this paper are corrected to stopping distance numbers, o.r SDN•s, SDN values were orig- 
inally determined by skidding an automobile on we• pavements and measuring the stopping 
distance° A given SDN is subscripted with •he test speed at which the value was obtained° 



(A) 

Profile-o-meter 

Figure 5. 

(B) 

Typical Profile, Scale 1:1 
(1 division lmm) 

Profile-o-meter and a typical worn pavement surface profile. 
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AGGREGATES SELECTED FOR STUDY 

A broad range of rock types which had, in the past, exhibited a wide range 
in wet skid resistance values were chosen for study° Included were carbonates, 
granites, dtabase, si.[•iceous gra•rels, and a greenstone or recta-basalt, (see Figure 
2)° 

With the above rock types considered desirable for study it was decided to 
choose a number o• individual aggregates of each type so that a range in petrographic 
propert•_es would be represented° It was reasoned that not only variation between 
rock types but variations wt•thin a specific rock type could well affect wear, texture, 
and ski.d per•ormanceo 

Of *•he carbonate rocks studied three were chosen which were relatively high 
in total •nsoluble residue contents. These were S25• the Elbrook formation of Cambrian 
age containing 23% average total insoluble resid.uel S42, the Connococheaque formation 
of Cambr.tan age containing 17% average total •nso!uble residuel and PI3, the Arch 
Marble, a calcareous Schist of Cambr•ian age containing 38% average total insoluble 
residue (all insoluble residue analyses conducted by Sherwood.-• 1959)• Two carbon-. 
ares known to polish were chosen° These were: S41, the Moshe.•.m limestone of. 
Ordovtc•an age, • 2% total insoluble residue centent• and S.43, from the Beckman 
town o• Ordo%•cian age, •3% total insoluble residue content (Sherwood and Mahone--- 
1969)o 

The •hree granites stud•ed are quarried from the complex crystall•nes of the 
V•rg•nia Piedmont• PI5 was chosen as a typical, fine-grained, bi_otite granite° P20 
and P19 were selected because of .thei.r generall}" coarse textures and mineralogical 
dissimi_lari•es• P20 is composed princ.•_pa•ly o• microcline feldspar and quartz and 
PI9 o• mtcrocline feldspar withmtnor sericite included in some fractures and joints° 

The only diabase st•di.ed was P30 and it was considered to be representative of. 
most of the very homogeneous diabase sources in the Triassic of Northern Virginia° 

The siliceous grs.vels, all of recent of Pleistocene age, includes sources S53, 
P31 and P32o S53 consists predominant.•_y of sedimentary, s.iliceous sandstone frag-. 
mentso In contrast, P32 consists of' predom.inantly •/•ein quartz, and recta- and ortho- 
quartzite particles° P31 consists of approximately equal amounts of' quartz_ite and 
sub-friable to non-friab!e sedimentary siliceous sandstone particles° 

The greenstone (P24), an epidotized recta--basalt from the Catoctin formation, 
was included in the study because of its widespread use and its marked petrographic 
dissimilarity from any o• the other rocks studied• 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
795 

Mechanisms of Rock Wear 

General 

Due to the extreme differences in mineralogy and texture among the common 
m•neral aggregates, significant differences in their reaction to the impact and scrubbing 
action of rubber tired traffic would be expected° On the basis of the results of studies 
of the petrographic properties and the traffic worn surfaces of the aggregates examined, 
the following mechanisms of traffic wear are proposed: 

(I) Wear primarily in response to vertical traffic stresses, 

(2) Wear primarily in response to tangential traffic stresses, and 

(3) Wear primarily as a result of a combination of both vertical and 
tangential stresses° 

It is realized that, because both types of stresses are always present to some degree upon pavement surfaces, aggregates must wear in response to both in the strictest 
sense° However, upon evaluating worn aggregate surface textures, it becomes obvious 
in most cases that these textures are the manifestation of wear by either (i), (2), or (3) above° 

As shown below, petrographic properties determine the manner in which an aggregate will respond to traffic stresses° A representative of each class will be dis= 
cussed in detail, and a summarization of the other aggregates wearing similarly will be 
given° 

_Aggregates• We a_ r=!=ng•!:n Response to Vertical Stresses__ 

Aggregates possessing gross physical weaknesses will degrade under the vert£cal 
component of traffic stresses° Th•s degradation results in the removal of discreet rain= 
oral grains or fragments from the ind£vidua! aggregate particles° A constantly re- 
newed surface results° The petrographic properties causing these physical weaknesses 
are. 

(1) Weak mineral grain-bonds, or weak m•nerals such as mica, and 

(2) Structural weaknesses •n the form(s) of weak planar elements, io co, schistos•ty, fissil•ty, fractures, joints, bedding planes• etco 

The dominant worn texture of the rock will reflect the collective particle loss 
and the size of the particles,and s•gnificant changes in both macrotex•ure and micro- 
texture can result from this process° For descriptive purposes, asperities developed 
on individual aggregate particles are termed •ntraparticulate textures° 



7 9 • 
One example o•an aggregate wearing principally .by degradation in response 

to vertical stresses is that from the Arch marble formation, which, as studied, is a 
quartz and mica-rich, calcareous-•schisto The samples studied were quarried by 
the Blue Ridge Stone Company near Lynchburg, .Virginia (P-13, Figure 2)o The rock 
possesses weak minerals in the form of crystalline calcite and m•.ca and well-•developed 
schistosity imparts additional planar weaknesses, tot he rock. Approximately 60%-80% 
of the total rock is calcite with 10%-25% each of.,quartz and mica and a •ew minor 
mineral components being present° Grain size of the minerals is generally between 0o 1 
and 0.2 ram. An insoluble residue analysis of this formation conducted by Sherwood 
(1959) shows an average of 38%-40% •nsoluble constituents, chiefly quartz and mica° 

The rock degrades at a relatively rapid rate by fracturing and grain-loss. 
Macrotexture, initially resulting from the voids between individual aggregate particles 
(interparticulate texture), is reduced by wear until the pavement surface displays only 
the texture corresponding to the level of dominant wear, ioe., microtexture. Figures 6, 
7 and 8 illustrate the textures displayed by highly worn Arch Marble surfaces. 

The average SDN40 was 46 for the surface containing this aggregate and the 
average SDN20 was 57°* Using an SDN40 of 40 as the m}nimum acceptable, it is seen 
that the microtexture of the Arch Marble is adequate for wet skid resistance at 40 mph 
and less. 

Though none of the other aggregates studied wereconsidered to wear primarily by 
degradation, thereare others, not studied, which would fall into this category° Friable 
sandstones would be typtca.l of such rocks° 

Figure 6. Close-up of a worn particle oi" Arch Marble illustrating the 
effect•.veness of schistosity in producing a microtextured 
surt•aee 8eale 1 division- 1 mm, 

*Data for all samples are tabulated •n Appendix IVo 
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Figure 7. Arch Marble particle with less schistosity and more of 
an equigranular texture than that shown in Figure 6. Dark 
specks are biotite, white are calcite, clear are quartz and 
muscovite. Note the gritty micro•exture. Scale- I division 

Figure 8. Photomicrograph of a cross section of worn, schistose Arch Marble. 
Large, light, elongate crystals at left are muscovite. Other grains 
at the surface are quartz and calcite. Relief is related to grain and schistosity fragment loss across schistosity planes. (x 24, plane 
polarized light. 



A_y•re•tes Wearing in Response to..•]a.ng•?_t.._i..a_l 

As grain bond and miner• and structural competency increases, wear by 
attrition, in response to tangential rubbing stresses inc•reases in importance° For 
grossly competent aggregates, wear by attrition is pr'evalento Individual mineral grains 
and whole aggregate particles defy degradation° Rocks falling into this category, when 
mineralogically pure or homogeneously hard, are subject to polishing unless resulting 
abrasion is coarse enough to provide a minimum degree of microtexture. It has been 
observed by several investigators that detritus norm,Mly found on road surfaces is not 
sufficiently large or abundant to induce such coarse abrasion (Maclean and Shergold-- 
1959; Stiffler 1969)o In this light, polishing of stlch rocks should be the rule rather 
than the exception. The ra.te of wear (polish) for these rocks is determined principally 
by the gross hardness oi' the constituent mineral particles° Since many limestones fit 
into this category of rocks and because they are soft, both macroscopic wear* and 
microscopic polishing are rel•.tively rapid; conseque•tly, even under moderate traffic 
volumes, pavement slipperiness can result quite rapidly. This combination of rapid 
macroscopic wear and polish susceptibility has caused widespread attention to be 
focused on these rocks° 

Fig•.res 9 and I0 illustrate the worn texture of. a hi.ghly polished limestone from 
th• Mosheim or New Market for'•ation. 

Figure 9..Close•.up of a hig:hly polished Mosheim limeston.e particle. 
Scale i di.vision-- i mm.o 

*Reduction of aggregate and macro-oasperity heights as a result of the collective 
microscopic wear by attrition° 



Figure I0o Photomicrograph of a cross section of a typically worn, polished 
Mosheim limestone particle° Only rarely was significant departure 
from this mode of wear noted for this fine grained, high calcium 
limestone° (x 250, plane polarized light° 

The specimens studied were quarried by Chemstone Corporation near 
Strasburg, Virginia (S-41, Figure 2)o The road surfaces containing this aggregate 
possessed very little harshness, macrotexture or microtextureo The rock itself 
is a high calcium limestone (approximately 98% calcium carbonate) of a very homo- 
geneous and dense nature° 

The average wet SDN40 for this surface was 34, reflecting the absence of 
harshness and macro- and microtexture, and was below the minimum acceptable 
value° An SDN20 was not determined° 

Though harder rocks were. observed to polish, attention has not been focused 
upon such rocks because of their relatively slow loss of interparticulate macrotexture 
and harshness, io eo, the slow rounding and height reduction of angular particles° 
This resistance to wear can provide adequate interim wet skid resistance properties 
and critical pavement slipperiness may not result° Extremely high traffic volumes 
are required to grossly wear and polish these aggregates and the pavements containing 
them may well be resurfaced for other reasons before they become slippery° One 
example of such an aggregate is PIg, a very coarse-grained, granitic rock, quarried 
by the Boscobel Stone Company near Manakin, Virginia (P-19, Figure 2)° The road 
surface containing this aggregate was constructed of portland cement concrete, was 
26 years old, and very heavily travelled (20,000 + vehicles/day)o Rounding of 
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individual particles and polishing were observed for this aggregate° The only 
large scale macrotextu.re remaining at the road surface results from the slow 

wear o.• the granite (predominantly microcline feldspar) particles relative to the 
cemen• sand matrix° Figures ii and 12 illustrate typical worn surfaces of the 
granite particles° 

Figure Iio Close-up of a highly worn, subpolished surface of a particle of Boscobel 
granite° Primarily sericitized microcline with minor quartz• Scale• 
1 division 1 mmo 

Figure 12o Photomicrograph of a cross section of a particle similar to that shown 
in Figure iio Dark streaks in microcline are sericite alterations 
parallel to pericline twin planes° Straight fine lines running from upper 
right to lower le•t are cleavage traces° Dark fractures are filled with 
sericiteo Note the relief developed at the surface where veins intersect 
the surface° Also note the local polishing where large cleavage planes 
intersect the surface° x 24, plane polarized light° 



Note that only minor degradati.on is seen t.o occur where sericite veins inter.• 
sect cleavage planes and e:nable la.rge cleavage fragments to "spall"o Actually this 
mechanism is about; as detrimental to micretexture as •t •s beneficial, for the large 
cleavage planes •which are exposed are extremely smoot5h• Also notice in Figures 1.1 
and 12 the evidence for relatively rapid abrasive wear where the soft ser•cite veins 
intersect the surface and are surrounded by the much harder, slow wearing miero- 
eline feldspar. 

The average SDN40 for •his st•.rface was 42, only slightly above the minimum 
acceptable value• .The average SDN20 was 46• 

Additional aggregates observed to wear predom.i•nantly in response to tangential 
stresses were. dia.base (P30), gravels (P31 and P32), granite (P20) and limestone 
(s43)o The diabase (pa0) and limestone ($43) both were slippery (SDN40.•s measuring 
37 and 34 .respectively)• The gra•els were somewhat marginal with respect to SDN40's 
measuring 45 and .42, respectively° Granite (P20) was not skid tested° 

gates° 
Two carbonate aggregates, $42 and $25, are not listed .in th•s class of aggre- 
Reasons for their omission become obvi.ous in the discussion of the next elass• 

Ag___gfegates Wearing in Response to Tan•en.•.:•_al and Vertical Stresse_._ s 

Aggregates ef th•_s class displ•ay •worn surfaces wh_•ch manifest a combination 
of wear by degradation and attr•_t•ono In order to wear tn this manner it •s necessary 
only that degradat•on take ptace m a timited or mterm_ittent fash•on and that the portion 
of the aggregate remaining in the pavemen; be exposed to abrasive aetionSo • essence, 
one might consider that m contrast to the relatively dynamic type ef wear•by•degradation 
discussed earlier, this is a considerably less ral;)).d form of wear•by•degradat•ion• 

Aggregates cons•_dered to fit •nto this category of rocks genera.lly possess the 
following petrographic properties. 

They are composed, of predominantly competent; mineral zones which 
are highly indurated, dense er cemented, and 

(2) They possess either minor amounts o_f relatively soft or weak minerals 
or subordinate qua.ntiti•es of dispersed m•crofractures, joints, or 
weak grain bonds° 

Several processes can occur during the wear of such aggregates. 

The competent grains are abraded wh•le re•am.ed in the aggregate 
particles; 

(2) Subordinate, soft o.r weak minerals wear rapi.dly with respect to the 
hard minerals:* and often the hard .miinerals are underrn.i•ned by removal 
of these softer zones; or 

*When competent zones are comprised of hard minerals such as quartz or feldspar° 
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SuSordinate fractures or weak gram bonds facilitate limited 
detachm.ew.• of mineral gra•..•.s and fragments fro•m the particle 

Such processes occurr:i.ng m somewhat optS.mum proportions lead to relatively 
slow ',•e w ::>at of hard minera!s a.•d. deveiopn•ent; of adequate harsh or sub=uharsh textures 
of etith•>r" macro=, or mJcroscop.ic }pcopor--•:tons depending upon the grain sJ.ze• Wiik 
extended wear, however, %.e surIace of even these rocks is reduced to a level coincident 
with •he leveI of most rap•.d degradat•.on• As believed by this writer to be the general. 
case, t•.ese rocks wear mcerm.•.ttem!y by attrition and degradation• The rock essen=. 
tiatly defies break.down and abrades durmg one stage• however, repeated high impact 
stresses final!y cause rupture of the pa.rt•_cle at some weak points and a gram or frag• 
ment of significant size is detaehedo Th•s •pmre causes the rei;en.tmn of extremely 
harsh textures at many leve;•_s a.nd intermittent attritmn is not rapped enough to grossly 
e!immate this harshness before rupture occurs again• For rocks of thi.s el.ass, com.= 
posed predomman.tty of hard m.iner•ls, harshness retention is very goodo For the 
sol;or rocks, harshness reten,•ion i.s !ess bu•; sift1 observed to be adequateo 

F;.o•.res 13 and 1.4. iEus;rat.:e •b.e worn. texmr•:• ofa hard vat.tory of such an aggre.• 
gat;e• This aggregate is a gra•.:•:.r,e qu.a.rr•<ed by :h.e Bu.rke,•,•lle 8•;one Company (P15, 
F:.•.g•.•.re 2}• Th•.•s ts a. .free gr:a:meci• cock ranging between approx•ma•.ely 0• 2 and 0• 5 mm 

gra.m size, J•t •s pe.c•meai;ed, by rand.om!y orien•.ed m/crofract, ur'es •,see Figures 13 and 
and cons:isis of appre:•::•ma:tely 50% m.:•.cr•oc!.•_ne fel.dspar, 20% q•_.artz, 15% oligoclase 

feldspar, 10% b:•oti•e and muscovi;e• and 5':}• o•;hers• Alterations are mmor• 

As seen in F•gure 13 the worn s,.•.rface of •h_•_s partitle is harsh and grttty• 
Figv.re 1._4.. setyes to :•11ustrate, (1)the rela•:¢ely cap:•.d wear of' biot_•te where 
jacen.t to the harder minerals and (2} e, he neavork of :microfrac,.:ures permeating the 
rock° 

The very coars•:• _mtrapa.rtic•t•.lat, e macrotexmre of surfaces containing this 
aggregate was oti[y rarely observed but harshness of individual particles was very 
good° Unfortunately only •mod.era•ely trafficked pavements eotdd be located con.taming 
the Burkev•!!e aggregate so the SDN.40 vah•.e of 67•, 5 and the SDN20 of 77° 0 are quite 
high• However, •h.e harsh n.amre of •.;he macro=- and. mi.crotexture of tb_•s aggregate sur 
face would be expected •,o persist even undec heavy tra.ff•_c condi•ions• 

Orb.her aggrega•,es stu.di•ed w•hic.h wear m response to both traffic stresses are: 
gravel ($5•), c, arbonatoes ($25 and $42}, and greensto•.e (P24)• The average SDN40•s 
were 54, 51, 48, and 48 r'espec{5:i.veiy• Carbonate aggregates 825 and $42 possessed 
on the order of 1.8% 25% totai msoluble res:tdu.es, 7% a.nd .4% greate.e than 50• 
respect•.vely (Sb.ecwood 1959),• Si!•.ceous grains as large as 60•.• were observed 
in tlhe i;h.m section anNyses of bo•h •hese roeks• Because of abundan.t bedding planes, 
shNey partings, s•l.•c•eous •:o•es, fractures, ere. these rocks were observed, in some 
instances to degrade by fract•,•r:ing• Th.•s fracturing and fragmen• loss enable the 
.part•.cles •;o re•,ain s•gn:•af•_cant m.acro•exmre, microtexmre and harshness. In addition, 
mmerM gcams retained in ghe aggregate surfaces were observed to wear very slowlyo 



Figure 13. Photomicrograph of the surface of a Burkeville granite particle. 
Note the harshness due to fracturing and grain loss. Rock pre- 
dominantly of microcline and plagioclase feldspar, quartz and 
biotite (x 24). 

Figure 14. Photomicrograph of the cross section of a particle similar to that 
shown in Figure 13 with many visible hairline fractures. Mostly 
microcline at surface, some quartz, with dark areas of biotite. 
Note the low relief of the biotite areas. (x 24, plane polarized 
light, section 0.05 mm thick. 
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Microtex•re resulting from the protrusion of hard, insoluble mineral grains was 
seen to be present upon many such particles° Other particles wearing by attrition 
were observed to be polished-to-sub-polished. Figure 15 illustrates the texture of a 
worn particle of 825° The direct significance* of insoluble mineral grains would be 
dfdficult to rigidly assess in light of an abundance of such worn particles° However, 
the insoluble Inineral constituents must be a direct and indirect contributi.ng factor to 
the overall textures and wet skid resistance of this aggregates 

Figure 15o Close-up of a single, worn S25 dolomite particle° Note abundant 
fracturing and resulting intraparticulate macrotexture, Scale. 
1 division 1 mmo 

Based upon. these observations it is believed that not only the quantity and 
size of insoluble residues affect the skid performance of carbonate aggregates, but 
also their manner of occurrence. Such reasoning would help account for the minor 
discrepancies observed when correlating insoluble residue contents with skid values° 
P24, a greenstone containing epidote and plagioclase grains set in a soft, chleritic 
groundmass, wears in a manner similar to the two carbonates of this class° 

•earmg Properties of Portland Ceme_nt Concrete Surf.a.ce •. 

As only a relatively few portland cement concrete surfaces were studied in 
detail• the writer presents only the general wearing characteristics for those studied; 
most of which were somewhat low in wet skid resistance (SDN40 of 40-50)o 

In general it was observed that fine-grained (sandy) concrete surfaces wear by 
a process similar to that described under the section entitled "Aggregates Wearing in 

*In the sense of protruding from worn particle surfaces° 
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Response to Tangential Stresses " Concretes are essentially man-made rocks 
consisting o• i•.ne, hard mineral grains (if siliceous) set in a softer cementing 
agent° 

Wear is primarily by attr•tion and unless a sufficient quanti•ty of sand grains 
is present, adequate m.icrotexh•..re cannot develop° In addition, unless some means 
of artificial texhlring is employed, these surfaces were generally observed to be un- 
able to retain macrotexture unless they are extremely old, and coarse aggregate is 
well exposed° Concrete surfaces observed by the author to become •lippery seemed 
to possess lower quantities of siliceous sand than did surlaces observed not to have 
polishedo It is certain that relatively large areas of mortar were exposed and 
polished in these slippery to near slippery concrete surfaces° Figure 16 illustrates 
this fact° Areas such as that depicted in. Figure ].6 were quite prevalent for surfaces 
exhibiting low skid resistance. 

Figure 16o Photomicrograph of the worn surface proi'ile o• portland cement 
concrete° The black area is cement and the light areas are quartz 
and graniote particles. The average SDN40 of thi.s surface was 44° 0 
and polishing is present local.l¥o (x 24, plane polarized light° 

__M•c_r_o_t_extu._r_e an:d .We_t. _.Sl•_:•d_ •. e_sis__tanc e 

Having qualitatively discussed aggregate petrography, wear, and texture it 
is now important to consider the texture needed to •mpart various skid resistance 
properties to pavements° 

As pointed out in the section dealing with procedures, quantitative evaluations 
of macrotexture were lim•tedo However, several observations are noteworthy and 
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can be d;•scussed based, upon th-s rvations 

ef•e,=;!s of •,•ai.ge and s:mall K•I•)•!(-•.•: and Meyer (!967) cover in some d.eta•t• the "f'•'"• 

macr oscoF,•• texm ce• •i•:f. the pavement su• rface, as de,scribed, bv• mean voi.d w•.d:th, o r 

m.,•.,a.F pa.Fam "•"-' determ•nes the dra;•:#a.ge pro•.•e['f:•ies of 1he surface and, thereby, 
..a.m by whi.<:h the; shear strengsh (adhes••on) and. the ,•,,olume Q, of •.he rubber bein.g 

•..•,•,s•.er,,••s.• ,s red, u<•ed w:•t!? speed.• •" Coni;inuing, t;hey relate tha• r•arply 
tipped, un0o;_•shed aggrega, te of adequate redid wzd•5 prod:t•ees high sl.i.p and skid re• 
s•.s•;a:nce v,,berea, s •..oundmg of the t:tps i.ue to traffic pol•sh drastically reduces t, he 
frict.?•,cm, pro1•e.rt:i•,;s w•.•chou.t s•gn.;:.f:?,ca nt!y affecting O•. e pavem en!; s drama•ge properties • 

Fi..•_t:•:e i7 s•:•hemat:•,•3al;•.y depicts these re!at•.onsh•.ps• 

Po:.iD.!• i,'•i• :in F:•.gu.re 17 hvpo,he•;icaItv •:e•resent.s tt•e fr•,•:t•:•n •evel and grad:•ent. 
chara•:;e.•:•is•:•ios o,f a new pa :emen• surface which. •s •,ra.d•:•d sore f•wbx!5 coarselv of 
cr•shed aggre,.ga.te•, •Beca•se the large aogra• ga•-e: •;•ps are sbat.•iU• 

.... 
bo•;b h( •d.h(•sion 

•ause o:f the :m.•;::;•a.i h•gh •e•:e;• of ma.croi.:exture the gra•d:•.ent or s•o.•2•c: of ,•b.e cur•;e is 

Points •2•, t3), and (.t} hypefb.et,i'..ca)'.,?!y represew: t'he fr:•..ct:•:,Xm and gradien!; 

,,V,n fric*Aen &•e •,o a. •,oss of harshness (reund:mg of aggregate: l.i.,,ps) and • X represents 
a s:i..tn.•,ioa:r and probably smaXler rela•,ive increase in gradi, ent because of decreased 
ma, c ro •a sper•i.!:y 

a•,,•!•,d point {.1!• represents tlhe ski,t and grad3_ent properti.es of 
surface a.t; seine equ.:::.-•:•brmm stage of wear• The fina! pos•:•mn of point 
mined by the wear:mg character:•,s•;:•cs of rh.e aggrega;eo K wear is prme•pa•.ly by 
at:tr:•::ien..• un:•form rc•undmg of aggr- •- ,:.,ga•,e, t:•ps w•i1 e, ccur and mac,to as.peritv he:•.ght 
w:•.{! s•;eadLT•.>' d.ecrea,,,•e w:•:{•tb we:at, {or w•£h the•_ rate of wear beTi••g. dependent upon the 
hardness.)• ,,r.•,. •be. aggregate is po•:¢•sb su.scept•tble it w•tl .po1:•sh.• a:n•. fr:•.ct:ion losses 
w•l] be max.imam.. &.].e t:o !;•he a.ddi.t•.onN, loss of m•.t,,ro•(;xt.,].,. •discuss{•d 2ater) ll, on 
the other b.a,nd:• th aggregate can degrade,, har:shness can be retained as i..nd:•,cai;ed 
the sec!.•.on on Rock. Wear, and the microtexture of •macrotexm:r•e at point •4)will be 
determ:med by t;h,e le,.•:•el a.!; •b,:i•::;h. degra,dat:ion occurs 

Po..in.!:. "A" .m the figu..re hypothetically represents a point sim.i.iar to point (1) 
exco,,'-. 

,.•,,•,.,, 
the. aggregate •s a.n unerusbed, rounded 

harshness i_s not. [••.kely to be presem and th su.rfac•:.., i.s ei.•.•..,:• ,•cl.v worn to begin 
with; thus,, •:he m.it:•:.a.[• l.ower frict•.on v a•ue However, the grad•.ent can st;•H be 
r'elati,'•ety .!ow if th.• macro aspe,rJ•t•e:s are large enough and ,.sf•aeed•., a.•Opropr •ateIyo 
•n. add:{.t•on, it J.s seen th.a,; fr:•etmn and gradient changes 
fhan from (1_• to •'• because the worn state c.,f the u.ncruslhed 
diss•.m:flar from its c•r;•e"•nal .s•::a.te l.at•ve io •:"han •e g s •:rushed. aggre.:,gate 
The acma• d•.splacemen.t._ between the fr;.•,-t.•, or• and •rad.:•en.t pr•pe:rt,•.es of tb.e i:wo aggre-:- 
gat•es w:•t.• depend, upcm. the :modes of wear wb•eh tSe •,•o aggregates d:•splay• t o•n•s 
(4) and '•D" :may coinc:ide or be farther apart, t:han .shown ir•. fr:{.ction and/'or gradie:m. 
valu.eso •e reia.• •,•;•"e_•, changes m the .[rict:•on and gr, ad•o,n{-: cbarac•:,e:r:•.st:•es for bo{ch 
aggregates maw be greai;e.r:: er less •han shown, 
w ear n.g •):r,o pe rt•, e s• 
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram depicting the effects of wear upon skid 
and gradient properties of two pavements each constructed 
of crushed and uncrushed aggregate. 
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Based solely upon these relationships one might, in assuming all else 
constant, consider that the friction level is controlled by the degree of macro- 
asperity harshness, and gradients are controlled by the macro-asperity heights 
and spacings. 

Figure 18 depicts 21 pavement surface pr:ofiles measured with the profile-o- 
meter with the observed SDN40 gradient relationships. The numerical values at a 

given point correspond to the range into which the maximum observed macro-asperity 
amplitude falls for the surface represented by the point° In the writer's opinion, the 
maximum amplitude value can at best be some crude indicator of the coarseness of 
texture and it tells very little of the average texture. The small insets among the 
plotted points are actual sections of worn pavement profiles considered as more or 

less typical of the surfaces for the areas in which they are located. Though it is 
difficult, or sometimes impossible, to distinguish visual differences between any two 
adjacent profiles, in general it is seen that the relationships appear as previously 
described° It is pointed out that as finer textures become prevalent in the figure, 
both smaller level macrotexture and microtexture increase in relative importance 
and these textures are not distinguishable in the figure. Textural reasons for the 
spread of points appear only at a gross level (from the finest to coarest textures). 
Another consideration is that some of the finer textured surfaces (0-1 mm maximum 
amplitude) may have slightly greater maximum amplitude values than shown since 
all of the surfaces so designated are portland cement concrete and only a single 
six-inch core was used to obtain each profile. 

In any event, it is seen in the figure that for assurance of adequate gradient 
properties (say less than 0.5 sMd units/mph) a surface should possess macro- 

asperities of at least 2 mm amplitude. For maximum wet skid resistance the as-. 

perities should be harsh. 
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Figure 18. SDN40 vs. gradient 20-40" 
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Microtexture and Wet Friction 

General 

This section relates primarily to surfaces which possess a minimum of 
macrotexture, as the result of wear• Such surfaces rely almost solely on miero-. 
texture for thin water fi.Im pen.etration and establishment of adhesion between the 
pavement surface and vehi.ele tire• Surfaces not possessing substantial micro- 
texture are usually referred to as •:poli.shedt• 

Even with appreciable maerotextztre, with the loss of both harshness and 
mierotexture a surface may become slipperyo Macrotexture primarily prQvides 
gross drainage of water from beneath a sliding tire and if harshness and micro- 
texture are absent thin film penetrations will not take pIace and a large portion of 
the very important adhesion component of friction wi!l be lost. 

Because of variable field conditions laboratory tests were used to evMuate 
microtexture and wet friction relati.o•.shipso The wet friction vMues were obtained 
using a Brit_•.sh Pendulum Tester descri.bed, in Appendix Io Microscopic profile 
analyses of •.;h.e laberatory worn surfaces were performed as outlined in the Pro=. 
eed.ures secti.on and Fi.gure 4. 

Results 

Figure 1.9 shows four curves il].ustrating the relationships existing between 
laboratery wet friction values and the abrasive sizes used to polish the surfaces 
indieatedo The writer believes the vertical transIations of the curves to be primarily 
due to the different methods of friction measurement employed by the investigators 
and, to a mi•nor degree, possibly due to variable water film thicknesses° The 
importance of these data !ie in the fact that all. show a leveling off of wet friction 
values beyond a eerta:in abrasive si.ze: This insensitive region lies somewhere 
between the 40ju and 80 t• abrasive s•zes, Similar relationships have been 
found to exist for other polished materials and the relati•onships seem independent 
of materi.al type IStutzenberger and Havens 11.958)o 

Fl.gure 20 shows two curves representi•ng the relationships between (1} wet 
friction and micro-•asperity maxi:mum amplitudes and (2) wet friction and micro 
asperity dens•ityo In addition to the mi•erotexture values for the laboratory polished. 
specimens, microtexture values (densiti.es) of selected tra.ffie worn surfaces* are 
also plo;ted in the future; Reasons for not plotting the micro-asperity maximum 
amp!•_tude •:a!ue for the traff_•..e worn samples are given below° 

*:See Appendix IV fer surface identifications,0 
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Based upon the data and the estimated curve, wet friction values appear 
sensitive to micro-.asperities greater than 3•t,.. amplitude. On the density curve a 
marked decrease in sensitivity is noted to occur beyond the 100/mm 2 point° Assuming 
these relationships to be valid in the field as well as in the laboratory, it is little won- 
der that prediction of wet skid resistance has been so difficult, especially with highly 
worn, macro-s_•nooth pavements• Even minor contamination, indistinguishable with 
the unaided eye, could render such fine microtexture ineffective. Possibly, removal 
of this contamination is a major reason for the marked increases in wet skid resistance 
values noted to occur on many slippery pavements following extended periods of pre- 
cipitation (Kummer and Meyer-• 1967; Colley, Christensen and Nowlen 1969)o The 
relationships depicted in Figure 20 cannot be considered conclusive as the data are 
few and, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of macrotexture on the friction values 
The laboratory values at least provide some control at the extremities and, based 
upon this, it is believed that the relationships shown are reasonably valid° However, 
in the case of the laboratory specimens, maximum micro-asperity amplitudes are 
observed to increase with an increase in micro-asperity densities but the relationship 
must, in part, be only an apparent one as it is intuitively obvious that the density and 
size of the micro-asperities must ultimately assume an inverse relationship° 

For the artificially worn laboratory specimens it is believed that both the micro- 
asperity density values and maximum micro-asperity amplitude values are important 
aspects of the microtexture present upon these surfaces° On the other hand, for the 
traffic worn surfaces it is believed that micro-asperity densities, but not maximum 
micro-asperity amplitudes, are valid measurements of microtextureo This observation 
is related to the nature of the measurement and the fact that a few randomly occurring 
micro•.asperities have relati•ely little effect on the o•erall density measurement° By 
the same reasoning such is not the case for maximum micro-asperity amplitudes and 
a single, nonrepresentative, relatively large micro-asperity will significantly affect 
the maximum micro-asperity measurement° Not being able to distinguish the non- 
representative maximum amplitude micro-asperities present on a given traffic worn 
surface the writer did not attempt to plot these values Nonetheless, such large 
micro-asperities were observed and since they had little effect on wet friction meas- 
urements, it is believed that friction values do net increase in response to amplitudes 
much beyond the 14 • maximum amplitude point° This is based upon general ob- 
servations of traffic worn surfaces and the fact that even those traffic surfaces 
possessing greater than 35• micro-asperities do not show significantly higher wet 
friction values than the laboratory polished sample possessing only a 14 • maximum 
amplitude° 

From the above relationships it appears that not only are micro-asperity 
amplitudes important, but also that the indicated micro-asperity densities are impor- 
tant with these textures° The true relationship existing between microtexture and wet 
friction then must be expressed by an integration of the two microtextural components° 
Apparently, m•crotexture reaches a maximum with respect to effecting increases in 
wet friction values° White (1968) hypothesizes the existence of this condition and 
discusses the general relationship believed to exist between molecular junction forces 
(adhesion) and microroughness (microtexture), 

Figures 21 through 24 show photomicrographs of the surface profiles of the 
laboratory abraded granite specimens included, to illustrate the nature of the micro• 
textures of these surfaces° Microtextural differences are readily discernible even 
though the rougher surfaces are slightly blurred because of double imagery° 



Figure 2 i. Microcline feldspar abraded with '75 N 
(x i00, plane polarized light). 

abrasive. 

Figure 22. Microcline feldspar abraded with 22 •u (x 500, plane polarized light. 
abrasive. 



Figure 23. abrasive. 

Figure 24. 



816 A IPROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF AGGREGATES 
BASED ON WEARING PROPERTIES 

Based upon the preceding discussmn a class:[ficati.on of aggregates based 
on wear is proposed• Figure 25 i!h.•.strates the classifi.cation scheme and the 
aggrega•,•es and tex.h:•res wb.• h fMI :into •he •ndivi.dual classes° It is based on the 
results of detailed macroscopi.c and microscopic analyses of the worn surfaces of 
i..ndiv•duM aggregate pa.rt•e] eso 

Aggregates h.ave been class:iti.ed into three categories (see F:i.gure 25) based 
en petregraph:•.c proper•.,•es and wearing charact;eristics; (A) homogeneous aggregates 
wearing predemmanqy byabrasion, (B) aggregates wi•.:,, marked structural weaknesses 
wear•.,ng predomma.ntiy by degradation and (C) intermedmte aggregates wearing by both 
abrasmn and degradat•..on.• T•es A and C are also subdi.v•ded into soit and hard. 
members° 

C ri•e r:i.a U sed fo:r:' AggL.•gate C•.as s :ii.fic a.t:i.on 

Abradin A re,g._=a!es So{:: Va:r,•etv 

The soft varmty of abrading aggregates wear rapi.diy and are quite polish 
su.scept.i•ble• Cha.raei:,er•st•lca•!y, these aggregates are; (1.) soft (•:_3 on Moh's scale), 
(2} dense, and (•) phys•cally homogeneous, •.• e• essentially devo•.d of exeeptionall.y 
hard :tn•neral grams• fractures, or other' planar weaknesses• 

Typ:i.cally, we•,! indurated carbonate rocks possessing low insoluble residue 
•,:>oments or no hard msolubles greater than clay size (none :• 6 /u fall imo this 
class of aggregates• Ca,rbonates 841, already d•seussed, and 843 are examples° 
F•gmre 26 shows a photomicrograph of the profite of a worn S4a particle° With 
i,ncreases :!•n, ei•ther coarse msoluNes or zones of weak material these rocks might 
shown preceptible degradat•ono 



Abrading Aggregates Aggregates" Limestones 
•f• Var•ety | $41 $43 

Wear by Attrition 

Wear is rapid, surfaces lose macrotexture, 
harshness. Aggregate particles lose micro- 
texture and are polish-susceptible. 

Abrading Aggregates Aggregates- 
•Hard Variety ] Granites P19, 1)20 

Gravels P31, P32 
Diabase 1)30 

Wear by Attrition 

Wear is very slow, surfaces retain coarser 
tnterpartiele maerotexture for appreciable 
time. Mierotext•re ultimately lost, particles 
rounded and harshness losto 
*These aggregates may be Type C- Hard. 

Calcareous Schist 1)13 

Wear by Degradation 

Wear relatively rapid, particles retain 
very small level of macrotexture but good 
microtexture. Harshness good. Larger, 
interparticulate macrotexture lost. 

Soft.. V..ariet.y 
r 

| I|Hard-.variety•. ] ra el 1)53 W•riti•n••• •n•d •igr ai•:on a 
!1 _1_• 

• 
1•__ 

Figure 25. Diagrams of worn aggregate profiles showing the petrographic 
properties and resultant wear, characteristic of each aggregate 
type. 
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Figure 26. Photomicrograph of the profile of a polished $43 particle. 
A microcrystailine, slightly clayey, limestone (x 72, plane 
polarized light). 

Abrading Aggregates ..Ha•rd Variety 

These aggregates are characteristically; (i) hard • 5 on Moh's scale), 
(2) dense, and (3) devoid of significant microfractures• joints, schistosity, or other 
planes of weakness. In addition, soft or weak minerals such as mica, clay, etc. are 

minor or absent and grain bonds are strong. The presence of homogeneous, resistant 
mineral constituents, while tending to polish, will wear so slowly that these aggregates 
may retain adequate skid resistance for long periods of time. 

Granitic rocks P19 and P20, diabase P30, and gravels P31*, and P32" were 
observed to fall into this class P19 was discussed earlier under mechanisms of 

wear. Figures 27 and 28 show photomicrographs of worn particle profiles of P20 and 
P30, respectively. 

*These are marginal to Type C (hard) aggregates. 
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Figure 27. Photomicrograph of a cross section of worn P20 aggregate, an augen 
gneiss. It is seen that physic• differc•,,ces among the constituents are 
not significant and as a result microtex•ure is slight. Large porphyroclast 
is microcline marginall,}• granulated with formation of secondary quartz and 
saussurite. (x 24, plane polarized li•'h•. 

Figure 28. Photomicrograph of a cross section of a worn, highly chloritized- 
sericitized, massive region of P30, a pyroxene diabase. Areas such 
as these are abundant in this rock and are polished-to-subpolished. 
(x 24, cross polarized light. 



D__e_grading Aggregates 

This group of aggregates are those which wear predominantly by the process 
of particle loss or degradation. The primary criteria for inclusion in this category 
are the presence of some or all of the following; (i) structural weaknesses in the form 
of abundant weak minerals such as mica, clay, etco (2) planar weaknesses in the 
form of schistosity planes lined with platy minerals, joints, fractures, etco and 
(3) weak grain bonds resulting from the absence of a cementing agent or the presence 
of a weak cementing agent such as clay. 

Schistose carbonate I•13 was the only aggregate studied and observed to fall 
distinctly into this class° Its petrographic and resulting physical properties are 
primarily (i) and (2) above. Weakly cemented sandstones would also typically fall 
into this class. 

A few weakly cemented graywacke particles were identified in aggregate S53o 
These particles serve to illustrate the importance of grain bonds and cementation° 
The graywacke particles possess an abundance of limonite-clay cementing quartz and 
microcline grains. This imparts a physical weakness to the particles, allowing grains 
to "pluck" from the surface. However, because of the added presence of authigenic 
silica cement, such weaknesses are restricted. Figures 29 and 30 illustrate these 
particles which m•ght wear by degradation, in cases where silica cement is minor or 
absent° 

Figure 29° Photomicrograph showing cross section of a worn $53 sandstone particle• 
Particle is a graywacke with approximately 30% detrital microcline, 40% 
quartz, 30% clay, silt, and liminiteo Note the intergranular grain loss 
and differential wear between the siliceous (light) grains and clayey (dark.) 
areas° The larger, lighter areas are siliceous grains and areas of authigenic 
silica cementation. (x 24, plane polarized light. 
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Figure 30° Same as Figure 29 except at higher magnification° Note the quartz 
and microcline grains produce a harsh microtexture and the relief 
developed where interstitial clay and limonite wear rapidly and grains 
have been plucked. Authigenic quartz is particularly visible at lower 
right° (x72, plane polarized lighto) 

Combinat.ion Abra_ding-Degrading Aggregates Soft. Varipty 

Most aggregates wear by a combination of abrasion and degradation. The 
soft variety, differs from soft abrading aggregates by containing; (I) significant 
amounts of coarse, hard grains in the soft matrix and/or (2) zones or planes of 
weakness. These allow the aggregate to degrade as well as abrade under the action 
of rubber tired traffic° The Catoctin greenstone and two of the carbonates studied 
fall into this class. The greenstone contains hard epidote grains set in a relatively 
soft and weak schistose, chlorite matrix° 

Of the carbonates, S25 incorporates both coarse insolubles and zones and 
planes of weakness while $42 contains primarily coarse insolubles and fewer zones 
of weakness° By weight, $25 contains on the average 23% total insoluble residues with 
7% by weight greater than 53 •a in size while $42 contains 18% total insoluble and 4o 5% 
greater than 53 • in size (Sherwood-• 1959)o Figures 31 through 34 illustrate the 
wearing characteristics of carbonate $25 and Figures 35 and 36 those of greenstone, 
P24. 
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Figure 31. Photomicrograph showing quartz grai•:•s (Q) exposed at the worn 
surface of an $25 dolomite part:icle. N••.•: the microtexture 
development due to intergran•]•- di.i:f•re••giM wear between the 
quartz grains and the darker, clayey dot¢•mite matrix. (x24, 
plane polarized light. 

Figure 32. Photomicrograph of cross sect.i.o• of a worn, microcline and quartz- 
rich particle of $25 dolomite. N•::,te•: t:h•.• bedding plane separating the 
siliceous, detrital zone on the ri•;ht fron• the finer grained, clayey 
dolomite, siliceous zone o•• the l¢::ft;. Evidence for fracturing and 
loss of a fracture fragment i• :•czc..:,• at right. (x 24, plane polarized 
light. 



Figure 33. Photomicrograph of cross section of a worn $25 dolomite particle. 
The • and arrows designate quartz thought to be replacing dolomite. 
The lightest areas are quartz. The intermediately dark areas are 
sparry dolomite. The darker and black areas are clay zones. Note 
the lowswhere the clay zones are wearing more rapidly than the 
adjacent siliceous dolomite zones. (x72, plane polarized light. 

Figure 34. Photomicrograph of the cross, section of a worn S•5 particle. 
Predominantly microcrystalline dolomite and clay, cut by sparry 
veins and joints (x 24, plane polarized light; surface very slightly 
disturbed). 
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Figure 35. Photomicrograph of the cross s,::::cti,..•r•.!,::.:•.'• •.:,• • worn schistose greenstone 
particle. Schistosity almos• perpe•d•c,•..•.ar •o surface. Highs ofepidote, 
actinolite-tremolite, and pla•joci;•..s•::•. .l:•ws formed where cMorite has 
worn rapi•y or fra•ent •,•.a.s •:', •:,-•,-• i•:••:•• surface (x24, plane 
polarized light. 

Figure 36. Photomicrograph of cross sectio•,• o•! a. wor•-• green.stone particle. 
Asperities on surface consist oJ. e•:id•:,•te and/or plagioclase set in 
chloritic ground-mass. x 2.4, •:•1 •:•c .•.;ls,•'i.zed light. 



C ombin.a•.i0n Abrading-Degrading _Aggregates Hard Variet]z 

Aggregates of this type typically possess; (i) competent, indurated or cemented 
areas of hard rr.inerals • 5 on Moh's scale), (2) subordinate fractures, bedding planes, 
etc., (3) soft mineral zones • about 3 on Mob's scale), and (4) restricted, weak grain 
bonds. In possessing these features an aggregate will.tend to wear by both abrasion and 
degradation• Given this mode of wear together with the hardness of the mineral con- stituents, polishing is likely to be at a.minimum and high skid resistance will result. 

Granite aggregate PI5, discussed earlier, is representative of this type, also 
gravel S53 falls into this class the particles being cemented largely by hard silica. 
Figure 37 illustrates the wearing characteristics of S53, a competent, variably cemented, 
relatively pure, quartzose sandstone particle° 

Figure 37. Pkbtomicrograph of a cross section of a worn particle of $53. Note 
the limited, but effective, grain loss and presence of variable grain 
boundary distinction. Limonite is present interstitially where well- 
defined grain boundaries exist. (Dark fringe along surface is due to 
the bleeding into the epoxy of the ink used in marking the cutting line. 
(x 24, plane polarized light. 

Limitations 

It is realized that there are many aggregates which may be borderline betweeh" 
two types. Such aggregates will either be borderline to A (soft) and C (soft), or A 
(hard) and C (hard)° The most critical case would be that of A (soft) and C .(soft) 
cause wear for these aggregates is quite rapid° A (hard) and C (hard), both wear 
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slowly, and a petrographic misclassification would probably not be realized for a 
considerable period of time, if at allo Evaluation of worn aggregate particles, source 
homogeneity, and skid results would eliminate most potential misclassificationso 

CONCLUSIONS 

The points offered here are the outgrowth of a combination of several input 
factors. As always, the work of previous investigators, both at the Virginia Highway 
Research Council and elsewhere, provided indispensable background information° This 
material together with the findings and interpretations resulting from the present work 
have provided the basis for the following conclusions: 

(i) Mineral aggregates representing different rock types were found to 
show widely different surface textures when worn by highway traffic° 

(2) Aggregate texh•res can be described as intraparticle and interparticle 
in na•ureo The finer intraparticle asperities are generally referred to 
as microtexture and the coarser, interparticle asperities as macro- 
texture° 

(3) The ability of an aggregate to retain these textural elements is dependent 
on its mineralogy, texture and fabric, io eo its petrographic properties° 

(4) Depending on the fundamental lithologic properties involved, aggregates 
wear by; (1) abrasion, (2) degradation, and (3) a combination of abrasion 
and degradation° The dominant tire induced stresses thought to be in- 
volved are respectively: (1) tangential, (2) vertical, and (3) a combination 
of tangential and vertical components° 

(5) A classification of m•neral aggregates based on petrographic properties 
and wearing characteristics is proposed• 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Aggregates with homogeneous texture and few planes or zones of 
weakness tend to wear dominantly by abrasion° Such aggregates 
are likely to become polished under traffic, the rate being dependent 
upon the relative hardness of the minerals involved° 

Aggregates containing abundant zones and planes of weakness tend 
to wear by the process of degradation or particle removal° This 
constant surface renewal largely excludes polishing° 
Aggregates wearing by both abrasion and degradation are inter- 
mediate with respect to physical structure and wear by a combination 
of abrasion and particle removal° 

(6) A combination of macro- and micro-asperities are required for optimum 
wet pavement friction° Macro-asperities contribute to the drainage prop- 
erties and hysterisis component of friction while micro-asperities contribute 
dominantly to the molecular attraction or adhesion component° 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Adhesion Losse. s The component of friction equivalent to the shear strength of 
the interface boundary between two bodies° The magnitude is dictated by the number 
of molecular junctions occurring at the interface° The number of junctions for wet 
surfaces is controlled by the harshness and/or microtexture of the surfaces. 

BP__•_N British pendulum, number, equivalent to the coefficient of friction x i00 
and obtained using a British pendulum tester° The speed of the slider is 6-7 mpho 

Coefficient of Fri.ction Friction force divided by the normal loado 
0 to I. as friction increases° 

Range from 

Friction Force The res:•stance to motion in a direction parallel to the plane of 
contact between, two bod•eso 

Hysteresis sos The component of fricti.on deriwed from the energy losses 
associated with. the macroscopic deformation of. rubber° Macrotexture is mainly 
responsible for th:•s component° 

Inter_part•.culate. 
pavemen• surface° 

Between particles, io Co, between individual rock particles in a 

.•In_t:rap_ar•u•_lat e Wir, hin, o•r upon, a given rock particle° 

Particle Rock particle in this study, and referring to a single piece of rock or 
mineral aggregate which is representative of all other such aggregate in the pavement 
surface° 

Macro•as_p_e,r__i_t_y. A surface projection readily distinguished with the unaided eye° 
In this study generally considered greater than 0o 2 mm or much larger commonly up 
to 4 or5 mm) in height (am.plf•tude)o Can be intrapart•culate or interparticulateo 

__M_acrotex_ turbo A comb_•.nation ol macro•asperity amplitudes and frequencies and 
used in a general sense° Also, there are inter- and intraparticulate macrotextureso 

Micro.-•-_as•__per.it_•_y A surface projection, less than 0o 2 :mm in height or amplitude° 

Microtextu.re A combination of micro=.asperity amplitudes and t:requencies, used 
in a genera] sense° .There is only intraparticulate microtexture m th•s study° 

Wet Skid Resistance Wet coefhcient of friction x I00, obtained upon a pavement 
surface by field methods° A skid trailer was used in th•.s study and tests were per- 
i'ormed at a sliding speed o• 40 mph• A mini•mum value of 40 is considered critical° 

Wea____Lr A •olume loss restfl.tin.g from traffic stresses° 
attained by aggregate particles under the action of traffic° 

Also the configuration 



APPENDIX II 

LABORATORY POLISHING PROCEDURES 

The laboratory polished specimens were wet ground with 75t• 22/• and 12 
silicon carbide abrasives and a 5 •u aluminum oxide abrasive compound° The medium 
of the abrasive compound was lightweight oil for the core specimens and water for the 
glass plates° Core specimens were composed of predominantly coarse microcline 
feldspar fragments (granite) and a fine sand-cement mortar° The core specimens 
were polished on a lapwheel and mechanically held in place° Polishing time varied be- 
tween one and two hours, 

The glass plates were polished by hand using a figure eight pattern and a metallic 
plate to move the abrasive-water mixture over the surface° Polishing time generally 
was 5 to 30 minutes, or more for the finer abrasives° Visual inspection of the glass 
and core surfaces and friction stability were the primary methods used to determine 
whether or not a stable degree of polish had been achieved° 

Figure 38 shows the observed relationships between abrasive size and the 
measured properties maximum asperity amplitude and density of asperities • 3 •u 
per square millimeter, Obviously, if abrasive size had continued to increase the 
density value would have leveled off and began to drop to the right° 
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Figure 38. Microtexture versus abrasive size. 
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APPENDIX III 

LABORATORY WET FRICTION DETERMINATIONS 

The British Pendulum Tester 

In addition to the skid trailer tests, it was believed that selected laboratory 
wet friction tests would be more meaningful for the reasons given in the Procedures 
section° 

For such testing, a portable tester known as the British Pendulum Tester was 
used (Figure 39)° Simply stated, this apparatus consists of a pendulum with a spring- 
loaded rubber slider mounted at one end. The pendulum in dropping from a constant 
height and striking a constant surface area with its rubber slider, completes its swing 
to a degree proportional to the difference between its initial energy and the energy 
expended in sliding over the specimen surface. The decreased resulting energy of the 
pendulum is measured by an indicator needle which is mechanically activated by the 
pendulum as it passes through its point of lowest swing. The needle comes to rest 
at the point where the pendulum reaches its maximum forward swing, and the British 
Pendulum Number is read off an arc-scale opposite the needle point. 

Normally, contact areas are adjusted between the rubber slider and specimen 
surface so that an area 3 inches wide by 5 inches long is contacted. For six-inch 
pavement cores this was not completely possible, but the contact area was approxi- 
mately 14o 5 square inches for these specimens° Core specimens only four inches in 
d•ameter were also tested° These test results were corrected to six-inch core read- 
•ngs by making a calibration curve correlating six-inch core readings with their four- 
•nch equivalents° This was accomplished by conducting pendulum tests on six-inch 
ceres, cutting them to four-inch diameter and again conducting pendulum tests° The 
resulting calibration curve is seen in Figure 40° Only two four-inch specimens were 
corrected •n this manner in the final analyses. 

It is interesting to note, as a check on the validity of Figure 40, that points 
taken from the estimated "best fit" line come very close to satisfying the equation 
for fr•ction due primarily to adhesion, or• 

where. 

n 
F s • A.=sA 

a i --1 • 

F 

A 

(Kummer and Meyer, 1967) 

friction due to adhesion; for six-inch cores BPNL; for four-inch 
cores BPN S 

contact area with given asperity 

number of asperities contacted 

lumped, actual contact area; for six-inch cores AL; for four-inch 
cores A S 



s she•r strength of interface, constant 

and 

s BPNL/A 
L 

BPNs/A 
s for a given point° 

Solving the equation yields very close to equality, indicating that the BPN•s are mostly the result of the adhesion component of friction and to a reasonable degree veri- fying the calibration curve of Figure ,40° 



Figure 39. British Pendulum Tester 
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Figure 40. Calibration curve for BPN of cores. 
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APPENDIX IV 

GRADATIONS, AGES, TRAFFIC VOLUMES, FRICTION VALUES, AND 
TEXTURE MEASUREMENTS FOR SURFACES AND AGGREGATES 

TABLE 

SURFACE TYPES, GRADATIONS 

Va. Dept. of Percentage Finer than U. S. Standard Sieve Size 
Hwys. Design 

(1966) 1 in. 3/4 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. #4 #8 #30 #50 #100 #200 

S-1 100 95-100 50-95 25-65 8-25 0-8 

S-5 100 80-100 50-70 35-55 15-30 7-22 3-15 2-10 

I-2 ".100 95-100 60-80 40-60 25-45 5-14 2-9 

Others including 
Portland Cement 

Concrete 

Bituminous Surface 
Treatment 

Variable 



TABLE !I 

SURFACE TYPES• AGES AND TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR SURFACES STUDIED 

Pavement 
or 

Aggregate 

So53=3 

1P 

2P 

3p 

5P 

6P 

7P 

8P 

9P 

10P 

lIP 

Type 

S=5 

S=5 

All Portland 
Cement 
Concrete 

S=5 

S=5 

S=5 

S=5 

Portland 
Cement 
Concrete 

Age 
(Nearest 
Year) 

5°0 

3°0 

3°0 

4°0 

3o0 

26°0 

10o o 

5o0 

300 

300 

9°0 

20°0 

13o0 

6o0 

Trea•ed 

4°0 

Trea•ed 

Treated 

Treated 

Treated 

Treated 

Treated 

4o0 

4°0 

T:raiIic Volume 
(VehicIes/Day) 

(1968) 

7,065 
6,310 

2,730 
16,875 

1, 62.5 

625 

27,000 :•: 

7,000 

11., 350 
320 

1.0• 000 

200 

60O 

2,700 
7,000 

7,000 
8,000=9,000 

8,000-•9,000 
8,000=•9,000 
8,000=9,000 
8,000,•9,000 

000=9,000 
8, 00(;;=9, 000 

8,000=9,000 
8,000=9,000 
8,000•o9,000 

000-'9,000 
8,000=9,000 

Miscellaneous, 
* 2 Lane *'3 Lane 
or *** 4 Lane Road 

50% P=-I3 + #4 sieve 
50% S-25 #4 sieve* 

50% S-53 +4 sieve 
50% Is =•#4 sieve * 



TABLE III 

FRICTION AND MACROTEXTURE VALUES 

Pavement 
or 

Aggregate 

P-13-1 
P-13-2 
P-20-1 
P-20-2 
P-15-1 
P-15-2 
P-19-1 • 
P-30-1 
P-31-1 ** 

P-32-1 
S-43-1 
S-53-  
S-53-2 
S-53-3 
P-24-1 
P-24-2 
S-41-1 
S-42-1 
S-25-1 
S-25-2 

IP 
2P 
3P 
4P 
5P 
6P 
7P 
8P 
9P 

10P 
lIP 
12P 

Ave° Wet 
SDN20 

60°0 
57.0 

77.0 
72°0 
45.5 

Ave° Wet 
SDN 4O 

51o5 
46.0 

67°5 
66°5 
42.0 

45° 0 37.0 
50° 0 45° 0 
46° 0 42° 'b 
39°0 

71o0 
60°5 

58°5 
60°0 
72°5 
72°5 
67°5 
68° 5 
68° 5 
68° 5 
72°5 
61o0 
71o0 
56.0 
61.0 
57.0 

33.5 
59.0 
46°0 
59.5 
57.5 
48°0 
34.5 
47°5 
50.0 
51o0 
61.5 
63° 0 
55.5 
55,5 
56•0 
58°5 
55.0 
48.0 
59°0 
44° 0 
48.0 
47.0 

Gradient BPN Max. Amp. •1 mm SDN20- SDN40 
2O 

0.425 
O. 550 

0°475 
0.275 
O. 175 
O. 400 
Oo 250 
0.200 
0°275 

0o 675 
Oo 625 

0.425 
0.550 
0°550 
0o461 
Oo 600 

53.0 
50°0 

46.0 
56.0 

54.0 
46.0 
54.0 
50°0 
39.0 
54.0 
55°0 
56.0 

46°0 
37°5 

44° 0 

64° 0 
54° 0 
50.0 

Macro- 
asperity 
(mm) 

<3 

<3 
<5 
<3 
<2 
<3 
<3 

<4 
<2 

.<4 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<3 
<3 
<3 
<i 
<i 
<i 

(mm) 

68.0 
118o 0 
42.3 

111o 0 
28.0 
15o8 
49°0 
74°0 
74°0 

41o0 
19.6 
44.0 
18o0 
62.0 
55°0 
67.0 
73°2 
28.8 
36°4 

• 100 
> I00 
> 100 

O. 650 
0°625 
0.500 
O. 625 
0,650 
0.600 
O, 600 
O. 650 
0. 500 

53.0 
65° 0 
59.0 
57.0 
65° 0 
58.0 
64° 0 
47..0 
47.0 

<i 
<1 
<i 
<i 
<1 
<i 
<i 
<•,1 
<1 

i00 
100 
100 

>,100 
100 
1oo 
100 
100 
100 

*Only 6 inch core samples used to measure textures. Texture measurements may not 
be representative of actual.pavement textures in every case° Textures quite variable 
for a given surface and core to core. Skid testa performed by stopping distance method° 
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TABLE IV 

Aggregate 
or 

Surface 

polished 

polished 

polished 

polished 

P 24 2 

llP 

3P 

P•30,•l 

P•i3 2 

BPN AND MICROTEXTURE DATA 

BPN 

53° 0 

34° 0 

25°0 

18,o0 

39°0 

37°5 

,460 0 

,470 0 

50°0 

4600 

50°0 

Coarse Aggregate 
Expos ed 

% 

50 60 

50•60 

50-,60 

50•-•60 

•-•55 

Fine Aggregate 

Fine Aggregate 

•35 

•55 

Micro-asperity Density and 
Max•imum Amplitude 

Respectively 

400/mm 2, 
34/mm 2, 10p 

16/mm 2, 
7o5 p 

12/mm 2, 4 •u 

25/mm 2, 
31/ram 2, 
71/mm 2, 

1 lO/mm 2 

140/mm 2, 
142/ram 2, 
200/mm 2, 

•i0 P 

>35  

>35  

>35  

>35p 

>35  
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